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When the SDBOR decided to migrate their current student information system into a 
shared system with HR and Finance, adjustments needed to be made to accommodate for 
current Banner settings and work around tables that were already populated with HRFIS data. 
The change in data type of the student identifier from that of a 7-digit numeric field to a 9-
digit alpha-numeric field poses problems for running aggregate data calculations. Additional 
complications include having some information such as first-generation status that was not 
migrated between the systems, and cases such as college coding where tables that were 
designed for student use were already populated and alternate codes needed to be created. The 
data conversion handbook is a way to externalize some of the tacit knowledge acquired 
through the system migration and will be utilized for retention and persistence calculations 
and as a training document for new personnel in institutional research. 
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Background of the Problem 
The South Dakota Board of Regents system recently underwent a migration from the 
Colleague student information system (SIS) to Banner, merging both the student and human 
resource/finance information systems (HRFIS) into one. This presented multiple challenges 
due to HRFIS having data populated in student tables in the Banner system and caused some 
changes to standard fields. Decisions were made based on this pre-population as well as 
consideration for the shared system between six separate, yet intertwined universities. While 
much of the data is consistently recorded and reported across all of the universities 
(specifically that which is reported at the overarching SDBOR level in their annual Factbook), 
there are some areas such as first-generation student status that are reported differently across 
the six university campuses. 
Statement of the problem 
Many factors were taken into consideration, yet not fully documented in the migration. 
Unfortunately, this leads to information being held as tacit knowledge among members of the 
Banner SIS implementation team. The previous SIS migration that occurred in 1998 was a 
consolidation between the six universities into a single instance occurring in 2003. As was 
discovered during the 2019 migration, there was a change in key personnel over the past 20 
years and details on decisions made during that timeframe were not well documented. 
In addition to the data decisions that are not documented, there is also the issue of 
information that was not migrated from one SIS to the other and must be gathered in different 
ways. It is important to document these data anomalies to indicate why there may be 
significant changes in aggregate data (i.e. first-generation student status). Data regarding 
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parent’s education level is collected both through application for financial aid and the 
common admission application. While the majority of the universities determine first-
generation status through analysis of the information provided through the FAFSA, not all 
students apply for financial aid. DSU would be missing data for 10% of the fall 2019 first-
time, full-time bachelor’s degree-seeking cohort if relying solely on FAFSA data. When the 
Board of Regents decided to make parent’s education level a required question on the 
common application in 2014, this made the information available for all students and not just 
those who applied for financial aid. DSU began reporting off this information in 2017, while 
most of the other universities continued to use FAFSA data. The determination was made not 
to migrate the assigned pseudo-organization from Colleague into Banner. New applications 
are being coded in a single-valued legacy field in Banner, and while first-generation is the 
only information that DSU stores in the field, there are additional field options that may be 
populated by one or more of the other universities. 
Objectives of the project 
There are some data points in the university’s retention and persistence reports that 
have seen changes through this migration, and the goal is to document the data anomalies that 
are seen to have a reference guide available when viewing historical data. Through the 
creation of a data migration handbook, the changes in data field types to assist with reporting 
changes can be documented, and the factors that cause information to be stored in a different 
table than anticipated can be easily conveyed. The handbook will not only outline the 
correlation of codes between the old and new SIS, but the externalization of tacit to explicit 




SYSTEM DESIGN (RESEARCH METHODOLOGY) 
 
This research focused specifically on fields used for persistence and retention 
calculations that saw changes with the migration to the new student information system, with 
the intention of having the handbook ready in time for generating the fall retention report. 
There were eight extract fields and three live fields identified in Table 1 that saw changes 
through the system migration.  
Table 1. Persistence & Retention Data Fields  
Data Field Description 
Student ID Unique identifier – used to limit duplication  
Federal cohort Used for classifying freshmen 
Enrollment status Used for classifying transfers 
College/division  Grouping level 
Program Grouping level 
Race Used in ethnicity grouping level 
Ethnicity Used in ethnicity grouping level 
Immigration status Used in ethnicity grouping level 
Deceased status  Used for excluding deceased students 
First-generation student  Grouping level 
Graduation term To recode students who graduated 
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There was some information such as the program alignment that was generated as part 
of the data migration, but for most of the areas individual knowledge of the new Banner and 
old Colleague systems was used to make data comparisons, along with notations and 
comparison with the university’s extract files. The changes in data types due to the migration 
required the recoding of variables using rename and drop statements to change the data type 
since the SAS programming system utilized by DSU’s IR office does not allow for data type 
adjustments as easily as some other programming systems.  
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CHAPTER 3 
CASE STUDY (RESULTS AND DISCUSSION) 
 
The project scope was narrowed to review only the data items that saw substantial 
change through the data conversion, resulting in eight fields from the extract and an additional 
three live fields that are queried at the time of the report. Prior background with Colleague 
had been focused primarily on the functional aspect, but the migration to Banner allowed for 
familiarity with some of the reporting tables, so some areas in the handbook include the table 






This project focused on areas specifically used in the retention and persistence report. 
The handbook provided covers the crucial areas that will be considered for the fall retention 
report and should be sufficient guidance for someone who is not familiar with the changes 
that were made between the two information systems.  
The student extract file utilized by Institutional Research has over 200 columns, so 
there is much more data available and may have had similar adjustments over the migration. 
The handbook took more time than anticipated, so it may not be feasible to expand the 
handbook to cover all fields. However, where there are other areas that have seen significant 
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Each student is assigned a unique student ID number that is used for identification. The number is 
listed on the student’s ID card. 
Colleague Term: student ID 
Banner Term: student ID, A-ID 
Colleague Field Type: 7-digit numeric 
Banner Field Type: 9-digit numeric or alpha-numeric 
 
Data Anomalies: At the point of data migration, all academic records were migrated to Banner 
assigning a 9-digit ID starting with “A”. Those who were already in Banner for HRFIS already had an A-
ID. It was determined that some systems required a numeric ID for integration, so moving forward 
the system transitioned to a 9-digit ID that started with “1”. The UDC ID will be the numeric student 
ID number that is assigned – whether it be through Banner or the student’s legacy Colleague ID. 
There is an unofficial rule of thumb that anyone with a Banner ID that starts with A would have a 
Colleague record as well as Banner. This is not exact, as there was some overlap based on the 
timeframe of the integration discovery. 
To eliminate confusion for continuing students, they are asked for their Banner ID if not referring to 
the UDC ID. 
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Federal Cohort 
Federal reporting classifies freshmen into four groups – delineating based on time-status (part-time 
and full-time) and degree-level (associate or baccalaureate). Most commonly, DSU reports retention 
and persistence rates for first-time, full-time, baccalaureate degree-seeking freshmen. This includes 
students enrolled in at least 12 DSU credits for the term, for whom DSU is the first post-secondary 
institution in which they have enrolled since graduating high school or completing their GED. It may 
include students who received college credit through DSU or another institution while they were 
enrolled in high school and is not limited to only those who completed high school the spring 
preceding their fall enrollment. 
Colleague Term: Federal Cohort 
Banner Term: Student Cohort  
Colleague Location: STAL  
Banner Location (Screen/table): SGASADD/SGRCHRT 
Colleague Field Type: 5-digit alpha-numeric (single value) 
Banner Field Type: 6-digit alpha-numeric (multi-valued) 
 
Federal Cohort Colleague Code Banner Code Description (Banner & Colleague) 
Full-time Baccalaureate 
degree-seeking  
DYYYY (i.e. D2019) FDYYYY DSU Fed Coh BACC YYYY 
Full-time Associate 
degree-seeking  
DAYY (i.e. DA19) FDAYY DSU Fed Coh AS YYYY 
Part-time Baccalaureate 
degree-seeking  
DAPYY (i.e. DAP19) FDAPYY DSU Fed Coh B PT YYYY 
Part-time Associate 
degree-seeking  
DPYY (i.e. DP19) FDPYY DSU Fed Coh A PT YYYY 
*YYYY is a placeholder for the 4-digit year; YY is a placeholder for the 2-digit year 
 
Data Anomalies: Banner does not have a separate field for federal cohort codes, so an F was 
added preceding the code that was migrated from Colleague into Student Cohort. 
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Enrollment Status 
Students are classified in the extract file based on their enrollment status for the selected term. If a 
student was enrolled the previous term, their enrollment status will be listed as continuing. If they 
were not, the enrollment status should follow their admit status. 
Colleague Term: Enroll Status 
Banner Term: Student Type 
Colleague Location: STAL 
Banner Location (Screen/table): SGASTDN/SGBSTDN 
Colleague Field Type: alpha 
Banner Field Type: single-character alpha 
 
Colleague Code Colleague Description Banner Code Banner Description 
C Continuing C Continuing 
F First Time F First Time 
H High School H High School 
R Reentry R Readmit 
S Special S Special 
T Transfer T Transfer 
TS Transfer Within SD System B Transfer (BOR) 
  E Continuing Education 
  0 Undeclared 
 
 
Data Anomalies: Student Type in Banner is a shared table (STVSTYP) for both admit status and 
enroll status; next student type is identified on the form for when the SHRTYPE process is run to 
update student type (i.e. F or T type from admissions transitioning to C as they continue). 
Codes were migrated from Colleague to the same code in Banner with the exception of system 
transfer (TS) which had to be adjusted to a single-character code.  
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Division/College Codes 
DSU currently has five colleges: Arts & Sciences, Beacom College of Computer and Cyber Sciences, 
Business & Information Systems, Education, and General Studies. 
Colleague Term: Division 
Banner Term: College 
Colleague Location: DIV – Divisions  
Banner Location (Screen/table): STVCOLL – College Code Validation 
Colleague Field Type: Alpha 
Banner Field Type: Alpha-numeric (2 character) 




Colleague Description Banner 
Code 
Banner Description 
DAS Arts & Sciences 8A DSU College of Arts & Sciences 
DBIS Business & Information Systems 89 DSU Business & Info Systems 
DCBIS College of Business/Info Systems 8I DSU Business & Info Systems 
DCOC Beacom Computer Cyber Sciences 8N DSU Beacom Comp Cyber Sciences 
DED Teacher Education 8E DSU Teacher Education 
DGENS General Studies 8G DSU General Studies 
DLA Liberal Arts 88 DSU Liberal Arts 
DNS Natural Sciences 87 DSU Natural Sciences 
 
 
Data Anomalies: The HR and Finance modules had already populated this table in Banner prior to 
the student migration. Alpha characters indicate HR codes, Alpha-numeric codes indicate current 
colleges, numeric codes indicate inactive colleges. 
Courses in Banner are only allowed one college code (Colleague allowed for multiple); therefore, 
additional codes were created for use on the course screens, and what we frequently refer to as 
colleges are recorded under the division screen in Banner. 
  
1C Common Course 
1T Transfer Pseudo Course 




In addition to by college, we also provide a breakdown by program for the retention and persistence 
reports. The program codes are comprised first by the university identifier (D for DSU), the degree 
code, the major code, and the specialization (known in Banner as concentration). If they are part of 
an articulation agreement, that will be noted as well. The program code field in Banner is shorter 
than in Colleague, so program codes had to be shortened during the migration.  
Colleague Location: SPRO 
Banner Location (Screen/table): SGASTDN/SGBSTDN 
Colleague Field Length: 20 characters 
Banner Field Length: 12 characters 
Colleague Code Colleague Description Banner Code Banner Description 
D.AA.GENST DSU General Studies (AA) DAA.GST DSU General Studies (AA) 
D.AS.APPL 
AS in Application 
Programming DAS.APP 
AS in Application 
Programming 
D.AS.BUSM 
DSU Business Management 
(AS) DAS.BMG 
DSU Business Management 
(AS) 
D.AS.HIT 
DSU Health Information 
Technology (AS) DAS.HIT 




Administration (AS) DAS.NSC 
DSU Network/Security Adm 
(AS) 
D.AS.NSA 
 DSU Network & System 
Administration (AS) DAS.NSY 
DSU Network/System Adm 
(AS) 
D.AS.OFFM AS in Office Management DAS.OFM AS in Office Mgmt 
D.AS.RESP DSU Respiratory Care (AS) DAS.RC DSU Respiratory Care (AS) 
D.AS.SFDV 
DSU Software Development 
(AS) DAS.SDV 
DSU Software Development 
(AS) 
D.AS.WBDV DSU Web Development (AS) DAS.WBV DSU Web Development (AS) 
D.BBA.ACCT DSU Accounting (BBA) DBBA.ACC DSU Accounting (BBA) 
D.BBA.BTEC 
DSU Business Technology 
(BBA) DBBA.BTH 
DSU Business Technology 
(BBA) 
D.BBA.FIN DSU Finance (BBA) DBBA.FIN DSU Finance (BBA) 
D.BBA.MGMT DSU Management (BBA) DBBA.MGT DSU Management (BBA) 
D.BBA.MIS 
BBA in Management 
Information Systems DBBA.MIS BBA in Mgmt Info Systems 
D.BBA.MKTG DSU Marketing (BBA) DBBA.MKT DSU Marketing (BBA) 
D.NODEG.UNDEC No Degree in Undeclared 
DBCH.EXP-
AHM 
DSU Expl-Fine Art/Human 
(BACH) 
D.BACH.EXPL-FAH 




DSU Expl-Fine Art/Human 
(BACH) 
D.BACH.EXPL-BIH 
DSU Exploratory Studies - 
Business/IS/HIM (BACH) DBCH.EXP-BIH 
DSU Expl-
Business/IS/HIM(BACH) 
D.BACH.EXPL-CYO DSU Exploratory Studies - DBCH.EXP- DSU Expl-Cyber Ops (BACH) 
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Cyber Operations (BACH) CYO 
D.BACH.EXPL-ED 
DSU Exploratory Studies - 
Education (BACH) DBCH.EXP-ED DSU Expl-Education (BACH) 
D.BACH.EXPL-
MNS 
DSU Exploratory Studies - 
Math/Natural Science (BACH) 
DBCH.EXP-
MNS 
DSU Expl-Math/Natur Sci 
(BACH) 
D.BGS.GENS DSU General Studies (BGS) DBGS.GST DSU General Studies (BGS) 
  DBS.ASC DSU Analytical Science (BS) 
D.BS.BIOL DSU Biology (BS) DBS.BIO DSU Biology (BS) 
D.BS.BLIS 
DSU Biology for Information 
Systems (BS) DBS.BIY DSU Biology Info Systems (BS) 
D.BS.BIOLS 
DSU Biology for Information 
Systems (BS) DBS.BIY DSU Biology Info Systems (BS) 
D.BS.CGD 
DSU Computer Game Design 
(BS) DBS.CGD 
DSU Computer Game Design 
(BS) 
D.BS.COMGR 
B.S. in Computer Graphic 
Design DBS.CGR BS Computer Graphic Design 
D.BS.CHEMS 
B.S. in Chemistry for 
Information Systems DBS.CHS BS Chemistry for Info Systems 
D.BS.CINFO 
BS in Computer Information 
Systems DBS.CIS BS Computer Info Systems 
D.BS.CINFO-AM 
BS in Comp Information 
Systems - Articulatn w/MTI DBS.CIS.M 
BS Computer Info Systems-
MTI 
  DBS.CIS-ADE DSU Computer IS-App Dev (BS) 
D.BS.CINS-BSAN 
DSU Computer Information 
Systems - Business Analytics 
(BS) DBS.CIS-BAN 
DSU Computer IS-Bus 
Analyt(BS) 
D.BS.CINS-DSCI 
DSU Computer Information 
Systems - Data Science (BS) DBS.CIS-DSC DSU Computer IS-Data Sci (BS) 
D.BS.CINS-PMGT 
DSU Computer Information 
Systems - Project 
Management (BS) DBS.CIS-PM 
DSU Computer IS-Proj Mgmt 
(BS) 
D.BS.CINS-SWDV 
DSU Computer Info Systems - 
Software/Web Development 



















DSU Comp & Network 





DSU Comp & Network 





D.BS.CSC DSU Computer Science (BS) DBS.CSC DSU Computer Science (BS) 
D.BS.CSC-AL 
DSU Computer Science: 
Articulation w/ LATI (BS) DBS.CSC.L 
DSU Computer Science-LATI 
(BS) 
D.BS.CSC-AS 
DSU Computer Science: 
Articulation w/ STI (BS) DBS.CSC.S 
DSU Computer Science-STI 
(BS) 
D.BS.CSC-AIML 
DSU Computer Sci-Artificial 
Intelligence/Machine Learn 
(BS) DBS.CSC-AIM DSU Comp Sci-Artific Intel(BS) 
  DBS.CSC-SEN 
DSU Comp Sci-Software 
Engr(BS) 
D.BS.CYOP DSU Cyber Operations (BS) DBS.CYO DSU Cyber Operations (BS) 
D.BS.DAD 
DSU Digital Arts and Design 
(BS) DBS.DAD DSU Digital Arts/Design (BS) 
D.BS.DAD-APRD 
DSU Digital Arts and Design - 
Audio Production (BS) DBS.DAD-ADP 
DSU Dig Art/Des-Audio Prd 
(BS) 
D.BS.DAD-COMG 
DSU Digital Arts and Design - 
Computer Graphics (BS) DBS.DAD-CGR DSU Dig Art/Des-Graphics (BS) 
D.BS.DAD-DSD 
DSU Digital Arts and Design - 
Digital Sound Design (BS) DBS.DAD-DSD 
DSU Digital Art/Des-Sound 
(BS) 
D.BS.DAD-DIGS 
DSU Digital Arts and Design - 
Digital Storytelling (BS) DBS.DAD-DST DSU Dig Art/Des-Storytell (BS) 
D.BS.DAD-FCA 
DSU Digital Arts and Design - 
Film/Cinematic Arts (BS) DBS.DAD-FCA 
DSU Dig Art/Des-Cinematic 
(BS) 
D.BS.DAD-PRAN 
DSU Digital Arts and Design - 
Production Animation (BS) DBS.DAD-PAN 
DSU Dig Art/Des-Animation 
(BS) 
D.BS.DAD-WBDE 
DSU Digital Arts and Design - 
Web Design (BS) 
DBS.DAD-
WBD 
DSU Dig Art/Des-Web 
Design(BS) 
D.BS.ECOMS 
B.S. in E-Commerce & 




B.S. in English for Information 
Systems DBS.EIS BS English for Info Systems 
D.BS.ENGLNM 
DSU English for New Media 
(BS) DBS.ENM 
DSU English for New Media 
(BS) 
D.BS.ENNM 
DSU English for New Media 
(BS) DBS.ENM 
DSU English for New Media 
(BS) 
D.BS.EXSC DSU Exercise Science (BS) DBS.EXS DSU Exercise Science (BS) 
D.BS.HIA 
DSU Health Information 
Administration (BS) DBS.HIA 
DSU Health Information 
Adm(BS) 
D.BS.HIA-AS 
DSU Health Information 
Admin: Articulation w/ SETI 
(BS) DBS.HIA.S DSU Health Info Adm-STI (BS) 
D.BS.INFO B.S. in Information Systems DBS.INS DSU Information Systems (BS) 
D.BS.INFS DSU Information Systems (BS) DBS.INS DSU Information Systems (BS) 
D.BS.INFS-BANL 
DSU Information Systems - 
Business Analysis (BS) DBS.INS-BAY DSU Info Sys-Bus Analysis (BS) 
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D.BS.INFS-DSCI 
DSU Information Systems - 
Data Science (BS) DBS.INS-DSC DSU Info Sys-Data Science (BS) 
D.BS.INFS-PMGT 
DSU Information Systems - 
Project Management (BS) DBS.INS-PM 
DSU Info Sys-Project Mgmt 
(BS) 
D.BS.INFS-SOFT 
DSU Information Systems - 
Software Development (BS) DBS.INS-SDV 
DSU Info Sys-Software Dev 
(BS) 
D.BS.INFS-SWDV 
DSU Information Systems - 
Software/Web Development 
(BS) DBS.INS-SWD 
DSU Info Sys-Soft/Web Dev 
(BS) 
D.BS.MMWEB 




  DBS.MTH-CRY DSU Math-Cryptography (BS) 
  DBS.MTH-INE 
DSU Math-Intermediate Ed 
(BS) 
  DBS.MTH-INS DSU Math-Info Systems (BS) 
  DBS.MTH-SED DSU Math-Secondary Ed (BS) 
D.BS.MTIS 
DSU Mathematics for 
Information Systems (BS) DBS.MTS 
DSU Math for Info Systems 
(BS) 
D.BS.MATHS 
DSU Mathematics for 
Information Systems (BS) DBS.MTS 
DSU Math for Info Systems 
(BS) 
D.BS.NSEC 
DSU Network & Security 
Administration (BS) DBS.NSC 
DSU Network/Security Adm 
(BS) 
D.BS.NSA 
BS in Network & System 
Administration DBS.NSY BS Network & System Admin 
D.BS.PACT 
DSU Professional Accountancy 
(BS) DBS.PAC DSU Prof Accountancy (BS) 
D.BS.PACCT 
DSU Professional Accountancy 
(BS) DBS.PAC DSU Prof Accountancy (BS) 
D.BS.PHYSC DSU Physical Science (BS) DBS.PHS DSU Physical Science (BS) 
D.BS.PHSC DSU Physical Science (BS) DBS.PHS DSU Physical Science (BS) 
D.BS.PRTC 
DSU Professional & Technical 
Communication (BS) DBS.PTC 
DSU Technical Communicat 
(BS) 
D.BS.RESP DSU Respiratory Care (BS) DBS.RC DSU Respiratory Care (BS) 
D.BS.SCFT 
BS in Scientific Forensic 
Technology DBS.SFT BS Scientific Forensic Tech 
D.BSED.BED 
DSU Business Education 
(BSED) DBSED.BED 
DSU Business Education 
(BSED) 
D.BSED.BIOL DSU Biology Education (BSED) DBSED.BIO DSU Biology Education (BSED) 
D.BSED.COME 
DSU Computer Education 
(BSED) DBSED.CED 
DSU Computer Education 
(BSED) 
D.BSED.COMP 
DSU Computer Education 
(BSED) DBSED.CED 




Education (BSED) DBSED.EEP 
DSU Elementary/Spec Ed 
(BSED) 
D.BSED.ELED 





D.BSED.ENGL DSU English Education (BSED) DBSED.ENG DSU English (BSED) 
D.BSED.ELSPE 
B.S.E. in Elementary 
Educ/Spec Learning Behavior DBSED.ESB 
BSED Elem Educ/Spec Learn 
Beh 
D.BSED.MATH 
DSU Mathematics Education 
(BSED) DBSED.MTH DSU Math Education (BSED) 
D.BSED.PE 
DSU Physical Education 
(BSED) DBSED.PE DSU Physical Education (BSED) 
D.BSED.PHYSC 
B.S.E. in Physical Science 
Education DBSED.PSN BSED in Physical Sci Education 
D.CERTG.BNKS DSU Bank Security (CERTG) DCERTG.BNS DSU Bank Security (CG) 
D.CERTG.DGHU 
DSU Digital Humanities 
(CERTG) DCERTG.DHM DSU Digital Humanities (CG) 
  DCERTG.HCA DSU Hlthcare Data Analyt (CG) 
D.CERTG.IAEH 
DSU Information Assurance - 





DSU Info Sys/Bus 
Analytics(CG) 
D.CERTG.IT 




D.CERTU.CYSC DSU Cyber Security (CERTU) DCERTU.CYS DSU Cyber Security (CU) 
D.CERTU.DGPH 
DSU Digital Photography 
(CERTU) DCERTU.DPH DSU Digital Photography (CU) 
D.CERTU.ENGLNM 
DSU English for New Media 
(CERTU) DCERTU.ENM 
DSU English for New Media 
(CU) 
D.CERTU.ENNM 
DSU English for New Media 
(CERTU) DCERTU.ENM 
DSU English for New Media 
(CU) 
D.CERTUF.HTHC 
DSU Health Care Coding 
(CERTU) DCERTU.HCC DSU Health Care Coding (CU) 
D.CERTU.HINC 
DSU Health Information Clerk 




Computing (CERTU) DCERTU.HPC 
DSU High-Perform/Res Comp 
(CU) 
  DCERTU.HSP DSU Health Info Specialist(CU) 
D.CERTU.ITE 
 DSU Information Technology 
Entrepreneurship (CERTU) DCERTU.ITE 
DSU Info Tech 
Entrepreneur(CU) 
D.CERTU.ITM 
DSU Information Technology 
Management (CERTU) DCERTU.ITM 




Foundations of Cryptography 
(CERTU) DCERTU.MCR 




Design/Production (CERTU) DCERTU.MDP 
DSU Multi-Media Des/Prod 
(CU) 
D.CERTU.MM DSU Multi-Media (CERTU) DCERTU.MM DSU Multi-Media (CU) 
D.CERTUF.NFP CERTU in Not for Profit DCERTU.NFP DSU Not for Profit (CU) 
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D.CERTU.NTWS 
DSU Network Services 




Administration (CERTU) DCERTU.NTA 
DSU Network/Telecom Adm 
(CU) 
D.CERT.NTA 
Certification Network & 
Telecommunications 
Administration DCERTU.NTA 
DSU Network/Telecom Adm 
(CU) 
D.CERTU.OOP 
DSU Object Oriented 
Programming (CERTU) DCERTU.OOP 
DSU Object Oriented Prog 
(CU) 
D.CERTUF.SYDEV 
CERTU in Programming & 





Communication (CERTU) DCERTU.PTC 
DSU Technical Communicat 
(CU) 
D.CERTU.SFDV 
DSU Software Development 
(CERTU) DCERTU.SDV 
DSU Software Development 
(CU) 
D.CERT.TDBM 
Certification in Technology & 
Database Mgmt System DCERTU.TDB 






DSU Database Mgmt Systems 
(CU) 
D.CERTU.WAD 
DSU Web Application 
Development (CERTU) DCERTU.WAD 












D.DSC.CYSC DSU Cyber Security (DSc) DDSC.CYS DSU Cyber Security (DSc) 
D.DSC.INFS 
DSU Information Systems 
(DSc) DDSC.INS 
DSU Information Systems 
(DSc) 
D.DSC.INFS-ANDS 
DSU Information Systems - 
Analytics/Decision Support 
(DSc) DDSC.INS-ADS DSU IS-Decision Support (DSc) 
D.DSC.INFS-HCIS 
DSU Information Systems - 
Healthcare Info Systems (DSc) DDSC.INS-HIS DSU IS-Health Info Sys (DSc) 
D.DSC.INFS-IACS 
DSU Information Systems- 





DSU General Management 
(MBA) DMBA.GMG 
DSU General Management 
(MBA) 
D.MS.ACSC 
DSU Applied Computer 
Science (MS) DMS.ACP 
DSU Applied Computer Sci 
(MS) 
D.MS.ACSC-CUST 
DSU Applied Computer 
Science - Custom (MS) DMS.ACP-CUS 
DSU Appl Comp Sci-Custom 
(MS) 
D.MS.ACSC-CYOP 
DSU Applied Computer 
Science - Cyber Operations 
(MS) DMS.ACP-CYO 




DSU Applied Computer 
Science - Software 
Development (MS) DMS.ACP-SDV 
DSU Appl Comp Sci-Soft 
Dev(MS) 
D.MS.ANLT DSU Analytics (MS) DMS.ANL DSU Analytics (MS) 
D.MS.ANLT-ACC 
DSU Analytics Accelerated 
Program (MS) DMS.ANL.AP DSU Analytics Accel (MS) 
D.MS.CSC DSU Computer Science (MS) DMS.CSC DSU Computer Science (MS) 
D.MS.CSC-CYOP 
DSU Computer Science - 
Cyber Operations (MS) DMS.CSC-CYO DSU Comp Sci-Cyber Ops (MS) 
D.MS.CYDF DSU Cyber Defense (MS) DMS.CYD DSU Cyber Defense (MS) 
D.MS.EDTC 
M.S. in Educational 
Technology DMS.EDT MS in Educational Tech 
D.MS.HINF DSU Health Informatics (MS) DMS.HIF DSU Health Informatics (MS) 
D.MS.HINF-DTBS 
DSU Health Informatics - 
Database (MS) DMS.HIF-DB 
DSU Health Informatics-DB 
(MS) 
D.MS.HINF-HLCR 
DSU Health Informatics - 
Healthcare (MS) DMS.HIF-HC DSU Hlth Inform-Hlthcare (MS) 
D.MS.HINF-PRSC 
DSU Health Informatics - 
Privacy/Security (MS) DMS.HIF-PVS DSU Hlth Inform-Security (MS) 
D.MS.HIIM 
DSU Health Informatics/Info 
Mgmt (MS) DMS.HII 
DSU Hlth Inform/Info Mgmt 
(MS) 
D.MS.INFA 
DSU Information Assurance & 












- General (MS) DMS.IAC-GEN 
DSU Comp Security-General 
(MS) 
D.MS.INFO 
DSU Information Systems 
(MS) DMS.INS DSU Information Systems (MS) 
D.MS.INFO-APDV 
DSU Information Systems - 
Application Development 
(MS) DMS.INS-APD DSU IS-App Development (MS) 
D.MS.INFS-APDV 
DSU Information Systems - 
Application Development 
(MS) DMS.INS-APD DSU IS-App Development (MS) 
D.MS.INFS-DMGT 
DSU Information Systems - 
Data Management (MS) 
DMS.INS-
DMG 
DSU IS-Data Management 
(MS) 
D.MS.INFO-DMGT 
DSU Information Systems - 
Data Management (MS) 
DMS.INS-
DMG 
DSU IS-Data Management 
(MS) 
D.MS.INFS-GEN 
DSU Information Systems - 
General (MS) DMS.INS-GEN DSU IS-General (MS) 
D.MS.INFO-GEN 
DSU Information Systems - 
General (MS) DMS.INS-GEN DSU IS-General (MS) 
D.MS.INFS-HCIS 
DSU Information Systems - 
Healthcare Info Systems (MS) DMS.INS-HIS 




DSU Information Systems - 
Healthcare Info Systems (MS) DMS.INS-HIS 
DSU IS-Healthcare Info 
Sys(MS) 
D.MS.INFS-IA 
DSU Information Systems - 
Information Assurance (MS) DMS.INS-IAS DSU IS-Info Assurance (MS) 
D.MS.INFO-NADS 












MSED in Computer Education 
Technology DMSED.CET MSED in Comp Ed Tech 
D.MSED.EDTC 






DSU Educational Technology - 
Distance Education (MSED) 
DMSED.EDT-
DE DSU Ed Tech-Distance (MSED) 
D.MSED.EDTC-
TECS 
DSU Educational Technology - 
Technology Systems (MSED) 
DMSED.EDT-
TS 
DSU Ed Technology 
System(MSED) 
D.NODEG.P-CHI No Degree in Pre-Chiropractic DNODEG.PCH No Degree in Pre-Chiropractic 
D.NODEG.P-DEN No Degree in Pre-Dentistry DNODEG.PDN No Degree in Pre-Dentistry 
D.NODEG.P-LAW No Degree in Pre-Law DNODEG.PLW No Degree in Pre-Law 
D.NODEG.P-MED No Degree in Pre-Medicine DNODEG.PMD No Degree in Pre-Medicine 
D.NODEG.P-MOR 
No Degree in Pre-Mortuary 
Science DNODEG.PMO No Degree in Pre-Mortuary Sci 
D.NODEG.P-OPT No Degree in Pre-Optometry DNODEG.POP No Degree in Pre-Optometry 
D.NODEG.P-OT 
No Degree in Pre-
Occupational Therapy DNODEG.POT 
No Degree in Pre-
OccupTherapy 
D.NODEG.P-PRO No Degree in Pre-Professional DNODEG.PPR No Degree in Pre-Prof 
D.NODEG.P-PT 
No Degree in Pre-Physical 
Therapy DNODEG.PPT No Degr Pre-Physical Therapy 
  DPHD.CYD DSU Cyber Defense  (PhD) 
D.PHD.CYOP DSU Cyber Operations (PhD) DPHD.CYO DSU Cyber Operations (PhD) 
D.PHD.INFS-ANDS 
DSU Information Systems - 
Analytics/Decision Support 
(PhD) DPHD.INS-ADS DSU IS-Decision Support (PhD) 
D.PHD.INFS-HCIS 
DSU Information Systems - 
Healthcare Info Systems (PhD) DPHD.INS-HIS DSU IS-Health Info Sys (PhD) 
D.PHD.INFS-IACS 
DSU Information Systems- 
Info Assurance/Comp Security 
(PhD) DPHD.INS-IAC 
DSU IS-Computer Security 
(PhD) 
D.SPEC.COOPE 
DSU K-8 Elementary Ed: 
Cooperative Program w/ 
SDSU DSPEC.COP DSU K-8 El Ed-Coop Prog SDSU 
D.SPEC.SPEC 
Not Seeking a Degree - 
Undergraduate DSPEC.SPC Not Seeking a Degree - UG 




7-12 Teacher Certification 
Only Requirements (DSU) DTC.712 DSU 7-12 Teach Certification 
D.CERTUF.ELEDC 
Certu in Elementary 
Education Certification DTC.EEC CERT in Elementary Ed 
*Note that for the most part this table only includes programs from within the last 15 years. 
 
Data Anomalies: In Colleague, there were some programs that had more than one program code 
due to changes in naming conventions; these were combined under the same code in Banner. 




The three of these fields are highly intertwined when it comes to publishing data based on ethnic 
origin. Non-resident aliens are grouped together regardless of race, followed by Hispanics (regardless 
of race); once those two groups are separated, then differentiation is made based on race (with 
multi-racial having a separate category).  
Race 
When students apply to the university, they may select one or more races. 
Colleague Field: Race(s) 
Banner Field: Race 
Colleague Location: NAE/BIO 
Banner Location (Screen/table): SPAIDEN (Biographical) 
Colleague 
Code 
Colleague Description Banner 
Code 
Banner Description 
AM American/Alaska Native AM American Indian or Alaskan Native 
AS Asian AS Asian 
BL Black or African American BL Black or African American 
PI Hawaiian/Pacific Islander PI Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander 
WH White WH White 
 
Ethnicity 
Between 2008 and 2012, IPEDS transitioned their ethnicity reporting categories to add a new 
category for reporting those of two or more races, as well as separating Asians from Hawaiian/Pacific 
Islanders. The SDBOR began reporting under new ethnicity codes in 2011. 
Both Colleague and Banner have two separate fields for the old and new ethnicities. The new 
ethnicity is used to identify Hispanic/Latino status. For students entering prior to the revision, the 
ethnic field would include race. For those entering after the revision, NEWETHNIC houses Hispanic or 
Non-Hispanic/Latino, and race allows for multiple values.  
Colleague Field: Ethnic(s) 
Banner Field: New Ethnicity 
Colleague Location: BIO 
Banner Location (Screen/table): SPAIDEN (Biographical) 
Colleague Code Colleague Description Banner  
HL Hispanic/Latino Hispanic or Latino 
NHL Non Hispanic/Latino Not Hispanic or Latino 
  None 
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Colleague Field: Archived Ethnic 
Banner Field: Ethnicity 
Colleague Location: NAE 
Banner Location (Screen/table): SPAIDEN (Biographical) 
Colleague 
Code 
Colleague Description Banner 
Code 
Banner Description 
AM American Indian/Alaskan Native AM American Indian/Alaskan Native 
AS Asian or Pacific Isl AS Asian or Pacific Islander 
BL African Am/Black Non-Hispanic BL Black, Non-Hispanic 
HI Hispanic  HI Hispanic  
WH White Non-Hispanic WH White 
IR Information Refused   
OT Other   
UN Unknown   
 
Data Anomalies: The archived ethnic codes are no longer used. In rare cases, the new and old 
ethnicities will not match, but we rely on the most recent information provided. 
 
Immigration Status 
Immigration status is only utilized to identify students who should be grouped into the non-resident 
alien category for ethnicity reporting. We do not evaluate data on a more detailed basis. 
Colleague Field: Immigration Status 
Banner Field: Status  
Colleague Location: FINF 
Banner Location (Screen/table): GOAINTL 
 
Data Anomalies: The immigration status field on the extract previously indicated the student’s 
status or visa type, but now it contains a Y/N flag using the Non-Resident field from STVVTYP – Visa 
Type Code Validation. Prior to Banner, students with an IMMSTATUS of PR-permanent resident, RA-
Refugee/Asylee, JT-Jay Treaty, or PP-Pending Perm Residency would be grouped by their reported 




Since we use extract data in our IR reports, the data is taken from a frozen point in time and would 
not reflect deceased status in our extract file. At the time of the report, a query is run to identify 
those who are deceased so that they may be excluded from retention and persistence calculations. 
Colleague Field: Status 
Banner Field: SPBPERS_DEAD_IND  
Colleague Location: BIO 
Banner Location (Screen/table): SPAIDEN (Biographical) 
Colleague Field Type: single character alpha 
Banner Field Type: checkbox 
 
Data Anomalies: With migrating to a shared system with HRFIS, the number of deceased records is 
significantly larger based on information for faculty and staff being updated in addition to students. 
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First-Generation Status 
A frequently utilized data point in institutional research is first-generation status. In January 2014, 
the South Dakota Board of Regents added a question to the common admission application similar to 
the format on the FAFSA asking “What is the highest level of education attained by any parent?” 
Students responding with anything other than “Bachelor’s Degree or Higher” are classified as first-
generation. 
 
Colleague Field: Campus Org Affiliation 
Banner Field: Legacy  
Colleague Location: COAF 
Banner Location (Screen/table): SPAIDEN (Biographical)/SPBPERS_LGCY_CODE 
Colleague Field Type: 4-character alpha-numeric 




Colleague Description Banner 
Code 
Banner Description 
GEN1 First Generation Stu 1 First Generation 
 
 
Data Anomalies: Highest level of parent’s education is also reported on the FAFSA financial aid 
application. Other universities frequently use data recorded in the financial aid tables, but since not 
all students receive financial aid or complete the FAFSA, this can result in missing data. 
First-generation data from the common application was not migrated from Colleague to Banner; 
therefore, it may require utilizing data from both systems for students for a 2-3-year transition 
period to ensure that information is accounted from all applications. 
The Legacy field in Banner is not only used for first generation status and may be populated by some 
of the other universities with an alpha code indicating a relative (A-Aunt, B-Brother, F-Father, etc.) 
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Degree/Graduation Data 
Graduation data was recorded in Colleague through the spring 2019 semester; summer 2019 and 
forward graduation data is reported in Banner. Degree records through spring 2019 were migrated 
from Colleague to Banner under the revised program codes. 
Colleague Location: AACR – Academic Credentials 
Banner Location (Screen/table): SHADEGR 
Colleague Field Type: alpha-numeric 
Banner Field Type: numeric 
 
Graduation Term 
Colleague Code Banner Code Term Description 
(Colleague & Banner) 
YYYYSP YYYY10 Spring Semester 
YYYYSU YYYY50 Summer Semester 
YYYYFA YYYY80 Fall Semester 
 
 
Data Anomalies: There are some summer 2019 degree records stored in Colleague – posted in the 
legacy system to allow for printing on transcripts. Degree records in Colleague for this term are not 
complete. 
For students who are pursuing two or more majors, they are declared under all program codes while 
they are enrolled and will have a graduation application record under each program. When degrees 
are posted, programs at the same level must be posted under a single degree record for the term 
awarded. The degree record may include one or more major or specialization/concentration codes.  
At the time of this report, there are unresolved issues where only the first two major or 
concentration codes are identified in the Banner tables. For those who had three or more major or 
concentration codes, you will need to track those manually. 
 
 
 
 
